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MEDIATION PROGRAMS SAVE ILLINOIS HOMES FROM FORECLOSURE: 

STUDY FINDS AG-FUNDED PROGRAMS ARE EFFECTIVE 
  

 

An evaluation of six Illinois foreclosure mediation programs has found that almost half the 
homeowners who completed the programs reached agreements with their lenders to keep their 
homes. The study, which was conducted by Chicago-based Resolution Systems Institute, looked at 
programs serving seven counties from north of Chicago to east of St. Louis. The programs and 
evaluation are funded by the Office of Attorney General Lisa M. Madigan through funds received 
under the national mortgage settlement agreement with five large national banks. 
 
The goal of the foreclosure mediation programs is to provide homeowners facing foreclosure with a 
fair opportunity to save their home. The evaluation found that the mediation programs were 
meeting this goal. Mediation accomplishes this by first helping homeowners submit their loan 
workout packet to the lender. Then mediation provides a process that helps homeowners and lenders 
communicate, concluding with an opportunity for homeowners to decide what they will do.  
 
Across the state, the evaluation found the six programs are: 

• Fulfilling the goal of offering homeowners a fair opportunity to save their home 
• Providing a process that helps homeowners understand what their situation is and what their 

options are  
• Helping homeowners take the necessary steps so lenders can review their financial 

information 
• Facilitating communication between homeowners and lenders so they might come to an 

agreement that allows the homeowners to keep their homes or exit them gracefully 
• Fulfilling the courts’ goal of changing the homeowners’ experience with the foreclosure 

process to one in which they have some control and are treated fairly and with respect 
• Moving the cases through the programs expeditiously – on average in about three months 
• Satisfying the interests of the lenders and lender attorneys by having a fair, timely process 

that results in homeowners retaining their homes, when possible, under terms that are 
affordable to homeowners and profitable to lenders 
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Early in the court process, homeowners can decide whether to try mediation. If they do, their lender 
must participate.  
 
While the programs vary in how they operate, each consists of two stages. First is a preparation stage 
and then, in most programs, an actual mediation where the homeowners and lender meet with a 
neutral mediator. “These foreclosure programs differ from most mediation programs in that the 
preparation stage is just as important as the actual mediation stage,” said RSI’s Director of 
Foreclosure Mediation, Shawn Davis. “In order for a lender to consider a new loan that would allow 
homeowners to stay in their homes while also meeting the desire of investors to have performing 
loans, lenders need a complete packet of financial paperwork from the homeowners. The mediation 
programs make a huge difference at this stage. They increase efficiency by helping homeowners 
provide the correct information and cutting down on confusion and miscommunication.” 
 
Under the grant, RSI was tasked with developing a statewide cloud-based case management, 
monitoring and evaluation system for all the mediation programs. (RSI also developed and is 
operating the three northern Illinois programs and training mediators for all the programs.) By 
developing one data system and training all the programs to use it, divergent programs can be 
compared across uniform characteristics. “This study is the most comprehensive look at foreclosure 
mediation in the country,” said RSI Executive Director Susan M. Yates. “For twenty years, RSI has 
been working to collect and disseminate reliable information about court alternative dispute 
resolution, which is essential to accomplishing our mission of strengthening justice by enhancing 
court ADR. With the support of Attorney General Madigan, we are not only administering high 
quality mediation programs and providing high-quality training, but we are collecting and analyzing 
uniform data about foreclosure mediation that allows our programs and our partners’ programs 
around the state to continually improve mediation services.” 
 
To access the study, go to http://www.aboutrsi.org/pfimages/SixProgramsSixModels.pdf. For the 
executive summary, go to 
http://www.aboutrsi.org/pfimages/SixProgramsSixModelsExecutiveSummary.pdf. 
 
Background on Grant 
In May of 2013, the Office of Illinois Attorney General Lisa M. Madigan awarded multi-year grants 
totaling $5 million to three Illinois non-profits to foster foreclosure mediation. In the northern 
region of the state, Resolution Systems Institute worked with courts in Kane County (16th Judicial 
Circuit), Lake County (19th Judicial Circuit), and Winnebago and Boone counties (17th Judicial 
Circuit) to develop the three programs that RSI now administers. RSI designed and implemented 
the statewide cloud-based case management, monitoring and evaluation system, which made this 
evaluation possible. RSI also is responsible for training mediators for all the programs in the state 
and is working with Northern Illinois University School of Law, which has established a legal clinic 
under the grant to assist homeowners facing foreclosure. More information on RSI’s foreclosure 
programs can be found here. 
 

http://www.aboutrsi.org/pfimages/SixProgramsSixModels.pdf
http://www.aboutrsi.org/pfimages/SixProgramsSixModelsExecutiveSummary.pdf
http://www.aboutrsi.org/programs.php?ID=10
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In central Illinois, the University of Illinois College of Law Community Preservation Clinic worked 
with courts in Champaign and Kankakee counties to develop and administer mediation programs. 
In southern Illinois, Dispute Resolution Institute, a Carbondale-based mediation nonprofit, has 
developed a program in St. Clair County, outside St. Louis. Dispute Resolution Institute is 
administering payments for all the mediators mediating for the grant-funded programs.  
 
Background on Resolution Systems Institute 
Resolution Systems Institute (RSI) is a non-profit organization that was founded in 1995. RSI’s 
mission is to strengthen justice by enhancing court alternative dispute resolution. Founded on the 
premise that collecting and disseminating reliable information about court ADR can raise the quality 
of court ADR, RSI has assisted state and federal courts with the design, administration, monitoring 
and evaluation of mediation programs, as well as training ADR neutrals. Courts and individuals 
across the country call on RSI for advice and make use of CourtADR.org, RSI’s Court ADR 
Resource Center. 
 
With a multi-year grant from the Office of Illinois Attorney General Lisa M. Madigan that 
supported this evaluation and the programs it studied, RSI has fully implemented the advice the 
organization has developed over the course of two decades: Seek stakeholder input. Set goals. Design 
clear systems. Train skilled neutrals. Collect uniform data. Share information with stakeholders. 
Assess programs with an expert eye. Never stop working to improve court ADR programs.  
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